Abstract. We develop the theory of agrarian invariants, which are algebraic counterparts to L 2 -invariants. Specifically, we introduce the notions of agrarian Betti numbers, agrarian acyclicity, agrarian torsion and agrarian polytope.
Introduction
In 2017, Friedl-Lück [FL17] broadened the arsenal of L 2 -invariants: to the more classical L 2 -Betti numbers and L 2 -torsion, they added the universal L 2 -torsion and the L 2 -torsion polytope. The definitions involve some operator algebra technology, and a little K-theory. Practically however, it transpired, e.g., in [FK18, Kie18] , that these new L 2 -invariants can be computed using linear algebra over skew fields. The current article redevelops much of the L 2 -theory from this (more algebraic) point of view. The resulting theory of agrarian invariants is at the same time conceptually simpler and applicable to a greater number of groups.
The invariants. Recall that a group G is agrarian if its integral group ring ZG embeds in a skew field. This terminology was introduced in [Kie18] , but the idea dates back to Malcev [Mal48] , and is a central theme of the work of Cohn [Coh95] . Taking a specific agrarian embedding ZG → D for some skew field D allows us to define the notion of D-agrarian Betti numbers: when G acts cellularly on a CW-complex X, we simply compute the D-dimension of the homology of D ⊗ ZG C * , where C * is the cellular chain complex of X. When D is the skew field D(G) introduced by Linnell in [Lin93] (assuming that G is torsion-free and satisfies the Atiyah conjecture), the agrarian Betti numbers are precisely the L 2 -Betti numbers. When the agrarian Betti numbers vanish and G acts on X cocompactly, we define the agrarian torsion, in essentially the same way as Whitehead or Reidemeister torsion is defined. Again, when D(G) is Linnell's skew field, we obtain an invariant very closely related to the universal L 2 -torsion. In fact, in this case agrarian and universal L 2 -torsion often contain the same amount of information by a theorem of Linnell-Lück [LL18] .
The vanishing of L 2 -Betti numbers is guaranteed when X fibres over the circle due to a celebrated theorem of Lück; the agrarian Betti numbers also vanish in this setting, as we show in Theorem 3.10.
The final invariant, the agrarian polytope, is a little more involved. In the context of L 2 -invariants, one can write the universal L 2 -torsion as a fraction of two elements of a (twisted) group ring of the free part of the abelianisation of G. Both the numerator and the denominator can be converted into polytopes, using the Newton polytope construction, and the L 2 -torsion polytope is defined as the formal difference of these Newton polytopes. The L 2 -torsion polytope naturally lives in the polytope group of G, defined in [FL17] and investigated further by Funke [Fun16] .
In the agrarian setting, we need to replace the given skew field D by what we call D K -another skew field containing ZG, with the additional property that elements thereof can be expressed as fractions in the same way as above. The agrarian polytope is then constructed analogously to the L 2 -torsion polytope.
The main advantage of agrarian invariants over L 2 -invariants lies in the fact that they are defined for a group G as long as ZG embeds into any skew fieldnot necessarily the one known to exist if G were to satisfy the Atiyah conjecture. Agrarian groups form an a priori larger class than torsion-free groups satisfying the Atiyah conjecture. Moreover, there are explicit classes of groups of topological interest, such as surface-by-surface groups, which are known to be agrarian, but not known to satisfy the Atiyah conjecture (see [Kie18,  Section 4] for a more substantial discussion).
Applications. We introduce the theory of agrarian invariants not only for its general appeal, but also with specific applications in mind.
The definition of the L 2 -torsion polytope generalised the polytope P π introduced by Friedl-Tillmann [FT15] for two-generator one-relator groups with nice (see Definition 7.8) presentations. In fact, one can trace the definition of the FriedlTillmann polytope to Brown's algorithm [Bro87, Theorem 4 .3]. The polytope P π is endowed with a marking of its vertices, and the resulting marked polytope M π determines the Bieri-Neumann-Strebel (BNS) invariants of the group in question.
The Friedl-Tillmann polytope is constructed using the group presentation, and it was not clear whether it is actually a group invariant -in fact, this problem appears as [FT15, Conjecture 1.2]. The question was partially answered by Friedl-Tillmann themselves [FT15, Theorem 1.3] for residually {torsion-free elementary amenable} groups, and by Friedl-Lück [FL17, Remark 5.5] for torsion-free groups satisfying the Atiyah conjecture. We offer a complete resolution of the torsion-free case of this conjecture.
Theorem 7.13. If G is a torsion-free group admitting a nice (2, 1)-presentation π, then M π ⊂ H 1 (G; R) is an invariant of G (up to translation).
We prove the above statement by showing that P π arises as an agrarian polytope of G. The result implies that for groups G as above the agrarian polytope is independent of the choice of the agrarian embedding ZG → D. This way, we also answer [FT15, Question 9.2], which asked whether M π can be defined intrinsically from G.
Friedl-Tillmann also observed that when G is residually {torsion free elementary amenable}, the polytope P π encodes information about the splitting complexity of G: given an epimorphism ϕ : G → Z, the corresponding splitting complexity c(G, ϕ) is the minimal rank of a finitely generated subgroups B such that G can be written as an HNN extension of a finitely generated group A (containing B) over B in such a way that the canonical map onto Z coming from the HNN structure coincides with ϕ. An analogous result was proven by Friedl-Lück-Tillmann [FLT16, Theorem 5 .2] when G is torsion free and satisfies the Atiyah conjecture. We prove the following, more general result:
An agrarian group G is necessarily torsion free; also, it satisfies the Kaplansky zero divisor conjecture, that is, ZG has no non-trivial zero divisors.
At present, there are no known torsion-free examples of groups which are not agrarian. There is however a plethora of positive examples of agrarian groups: If a torsion-free group satisfies the Atiyah conjecture over Q, then its group ring embeds into the skew field D(G) = D(G; Q) of Linnell (by the same argument as used in [Lüc02, Theorem 10 .39]), and hence the group is agrarian. Similarly, any biorderable group is agrarian, since its integral group ring embeds into the MalcevNeumann completion, which is a skew field by [Mal48, Neu49] (see also [Coh95,  Theorem 2.4.5]).
Agrarian groups also enjoy a number of convenient inheritance properties. For a more substantial discussion, see [Kie18, Section 4] by the second-named author. One example of agrarian groups which does not feature in the discussion in [Kie18] is that of torsion-free one-relator groups. All such groups have been shown to be agrarian by Lewin-Lewin [LL78] .
2.1. Twisted group rings. We now recall the construction of twisted group rings, which will later allow us to obtain for any agrarian group an agrarian embedding into a localised twisted polynomial ring.
Definition 2.2. Let R be a ring and let G be a group. Let functions c : G → Aut(R) and τ : G × G → R × be such that
where g, g , g ∈ G, and where c r ∈ Aut(R) for r ∈ R × denotes the conjugation map x → rxr −1 . The functions c and τ are called structure functions. We denote by RG the free R-module with basis G and write elements of RG as finite R-linear combinations g∈G λ g * g of elements of G. The structure functions endow RG with the structure of an (associative) twisted group ring by declaring g · r * 1 = c(g)(r) * g and g · g = τ (g, g ) * gg and extending linearly.
The usual, untwisted group ring corresponds to the special case of trivial structure functions. In the following, group rings with R = Z will always be understood to be untwisted.
The fundamental example of a twisted group ring arises in the following way:
Example 2.3. Let α : G H be a group epimorphism with kernel K. We choose any set-theoretic section s : H → G, i.e., a map between the underlying sets such that α • s = id H . We denote by (ZK)H the twisted group ring defined by the structure functions c
(h)(r) = s(h)rs(h)
−1 and τ (h, h ) = s(h)s(h )s(hh ) −1 . The untwisted group ring ZG is then isomorphic to the twisted group ring (ZK)H via the map
Observe that the structure maps of the twisted group ring (ZK)H we just defined depend on the section s : H → G. The global ring structure however does not, since for any section the resulting twisted group ring is isomorphic (as a ring) to ZG.
The construction of a twisted group ring out of a group epimorphism can be extended to agrarian embeddings. This technique is formulated in the following technical lemma, which will be our main source of twisted group rings. Proof. By definition, i restricts to an agrarian embedding of ZN ZG into D. Since N is normal in G, the action of G on ZG by conjugation preserves ZN . The embedding ZN → D is equivariant with respect to the conjugation action of G since it factors through i.
Let s : Q → G be a set-theoretic section of the group epimorphism pr : G → G/N = Q, i.e., a map that satisfies pr •s = id Q . Then every q ∈ Q defines an automorphism c s(q) of ZN given by conjugation by s(q). We denote by (ZN )Q the twisted group ring associated to the section s as in Example 2.3. Since the automorphisms c s(q) of ZN extends to an automorphism of D ⊃ ZN , which is again given by conjugation by c s(q) , we can apply the twisted group ring construction also to D and Q such that the embedding (ZN )Q → DQ extends ZN → D.
Let s 1 and s 2 be two set-theoretic sections of pr : G → Q. Denote by D s1 Q and D s2 Q the associated twisted group ring structures on DQ. We claim that the map α :
it is clear that α is an isomorphism between the underlying free D-modules and changes the coefficients by a unit in D only.
It thus remains to check that α respects the ring multiplications, which is fully determined by the cases q · u and q · q for q, q ∈ Q and u ∈ D. We denote by τ i for i = 1, 2 the respective structure function of D si Q and compute that
Hence α is an isomorphism of rings. Recall that a ring R without zero divisors satisfies the Ore condition if for every p, q ∈ R with q = 0 there exists r, s ∈ R with s = 0 such that ps = qr.
This equality allows for the conversion of a left fraction q −1 p into a right fraction rs −1 , which in turn makes it possible to multiply fractions (in the obvious way). The Ore condition also facilitates the existence of common denominators, and thus allows for addition of fractions. Thanks to these properties, the ring R embeds into its Ore localisation
Denote the kernels of pr, ϕ and ϕ by K, K ϕ and K ϕ , respectively. Further let s and t be sections of the epimorphisms pr and ϕ, respectively. Then
is an isomorphism between twisted group rings constructed using the sections s, t and s • t. It extends to an isomorphism
Proof. Left D-bases of (DK ϕ )H and DH are given by k * h and kt(h ) respectively for k ∈ K ϕ and h ∈ H . These bases are identified bijectively by β with inverse
It follows that β is an isomorphism of left D-modules. Checking that β respects the twisted group ring multiplication is a tedious but direct computation that we will omit.
Since DK ϕ is a subring of DH, β extends to an injection Ore(DK ϕ )H → Ore(DH) that contains DH in its image. Ore localising again, this implies that β extends to an isomorphism Ore(Ore(DK ϕ )H ) → Ore(DH), the domain of which is precisely Ore(Ore(D; K K ϕ ); K ϕ G).
Agrarian Betti numbers
From now on, G will denote a D-agrarian group with a fixed agrarian embedding ZG → D and all tensor products will be taken over ZG.
3.1. Definition of agrarian Betti numbers. Let C * be a ZG-chain complex and let n ∈ Z. Viewing D as a D-ZG-bimodule via the agrarian embedding, D ⊗ C * becomes a D-chain complex. Since D is a skew field, the D-module H p (D ⊗ C * ) is free and we can consider its dimension dim D H p (D ⊗ C * ⊗) ∈ N {∞}. This leads to Definition 3.1. Let G be an agrarian group with agrarian embedding i : ZG → D and C * a ZG-chain complex. For n ∈ Z, the n-th D-Betti number of C * with respect to i is defined as
In the special case where G satisfies the Atiyah conjecture and the agrarian embedding is chosen to be ZG → D(G), the D-Betti numbers of any ZG-chain complex C * agree with its L 2 -Betti numbers b
(2) * (C * ; G) by [FL16, Theorem 3.6 (2)]. Note that the assumption that C * is projective is not used in the proof, the theorem thus holds for arbitrary ZG-chain complexes.
We will mainly be concerned with the agrarian Betti numbers assigned to G-CWcomplexes, which are equivariant analogues of CW-complexes and very convenient models for G-spaces. A typical example of a G-CW-complex is the universal covering of a connected CW-complex X with G = π 1 (X).
Definition 3.2. Let G be a (discrete) group. A G-CW-complex is a CW-complex X together with an implicit (left) G-action mapping p-cells to p-cells and such that any cell mapped into itself is fixed pointwise by the action. An action satisfying these properties is called cellular. The p-skeleton of a G-CW-complex X, denoted by X p , is the p-skeleton of the underlying CW-complex together with the restriction of the G-action. If X = X p for some p and p is minimal with this property, then X is said to be of dimension p. Any G-orbit of a p-dimensional cell of the underlying CWcomplex constitutes a p-dimensional G-cell of X. A G-CW-complex is connected if the underlying CW-complex is connected. The cellular (ZG-)chain complex C * (X) is obtained from the cellular chain complex of the underlying CW-complex by considering the induced left action by G. All differentials are ZG-linear. A G-CW-complex is free (of finite type) if and only if its associated cellular chain complex C * (X) is free (of finite type). If it is finite, then its cellular chain complex is bounded and of finite type.
We now define agrarian Betti numbers for some G-CW-complexes, in particular for those associated to a cellular chain complex:
If X is a G-CW-complex of finite type, the D-Betti numbers of X will all be non-negative integers.
3.2. Dependence on the agrarian embedding. Note that the agrarian Betti numbers may depend not only on the skew field D but also on the particular choice of agrarian embedding. In the following, we will always consider a fixed such embedding and thus suppress i from the notation. 
for any ZG-chain complex C * and n ∈ Z, i.e., D and D yield the same agrarian Betti numbers. We can thus restrict our attention to epic agrarian embeddings.
If H G is a subgroup of a D-agrarian group G, then it is obviously again agrarian. If i : ZG → D is a fixed agrarian embedding of G, we obtain a canonical agrarian embedding i H : ZH → ZG → D, based on which we define the agrarian Betti numbers for ZH-chain complexes. By the previous discussion, we could have equivalently considered the subfield of D generated by ZH. . We realise A topologically by constructing the skeleta of a connected finite free G-CW-complex X step by step as follows: Choose a generating set S = {x 1 , . . . , x k } for G and consider the Cayley graph C(G, S) as a 1-dimensional G-CW-complex X 1 . We now attach m 2-dimensional spheres to each vertex, and extend the action of G in the obvious way; this way we arrive at the 2-skeleton X 2 of X. For every 1 j n, we then attach a 3-dimensional G-cell to X 2 in such a way that the resulting boundary map C 3 (X) → C 2 (X) in the cellular chain complex of the resulting space coincides with the matrix A. This concludes the construction of the connected finite free G-CW-complex X.
The cellular chain complex C * (X) is concentrated in degrees 0, 1, 2 and 3 and looks as follows:
As A becomes invertible over D 1 , but singular over D 2 , we have
and hence the D 1 -and D 2 -Betti numbers of X differ.
Translated into our setting, in [Lew74, Section V], Lewin constructs two nonisomorphic epic agrarian embeddings of F 6 , the free group on six generators. Taking the previous lemma into consideration, we conclude that the notion of the agrarian Betti numbers of an F 6 -CW-complex is not well-defined. Nonetheless, we will later give examples of complexes for which the D-Betti numbers can be shown to not depend on D. We now consider a chain complex C * with differentials c * . Its suspension ΣC * is the chain complex with C n−1 as the module in degree n and n-th differential equal to −c n−1 . If f * : C * → D * is a chain map between chain complexes with differentials c * and d * , the mapping cone cone * (f * ) is the chain complex with cone n (f * ) = C n−1 ⊕ D n and n-th differential given by
The mapping cone of f * fits into the following short exact sequence:
The following theorem covers all the properties of agrarian Betti number we will use in computations: (1) (Homotopy invariance). 
In particular, if f is a weak homotopy equivalence, we get for all p 0:
where 
(1) We replace f by a homotopic cellular map. Consider the ZG-chain map f * : C * (X) → C * (Y ) induced by f on the cellular chain complexes and its mapping cone cone * (f * ), which fits into a short exact sequence 0 → C * (Y ) → cone * (f * ) → ΣC * (X) → 0 of ZG-chain complexes. Applying the assumptions on the map H p (f ; Z) to the long exact sequence in homology associated to this short exact sequence, we obtain that H p (cone * (f * )) = 0 for p d.
Claim. The homology of
D ⊗ cone * (f * ) vanishes in degrees p d.
Assume for the moment that this indeed holds. Since
is also exact. We now consider the associated long exact sequence in homology, in which the terms H p (D ⊗ cone * (f * )) for p d vanish by the claim. The exactness of the sequence then implies that the differentials
is an epimorphism. Applying dim D and using the definition of the suspension then yields the desired statement.
We are left with proving the claim. Since cone * (f * ) is bounded below and consists of free modules, we can inductively construct a ZG-chain homotopy equivalent ZG-chain complex Z * which vanishes in degrees p d. Tensoring with D then yields a D-chain homotopy equivalence between D ⊗ cone * (f * ) and D ⊗ Z * . As Z p = 0 for p d, the same holds true for D ⊗ Z * and hence
(2) This is a consequence of two immediate facts: first, the Euler characteristic of a chain complex over a skew field does not change when passing to homology; second, we have the identity
and the latter has dimension β p (X/G) over D (as remarked above). (4) We will first argue that, without loss of generality, we may assume X/G to have exactly one 0-cell. If X is empty, then the claim is trivially true. Otherwise, let T be a maximal tree in the 1-skeleton of the CW-complex X/G and denote by q : X/G → (X/G)/T the associated cellular quotient map, which is a homotopy equivalence. Note that (X/G)/T has a single 0-cell. Let p : (X/G)/T → X/G be a cellular homotopy inverse of q. We denote by X the total space in the following pullback of the G-covering X → X/G along p:
Alternatively, we can see X as being obtained from X by collapsing each lift of T individually to a point. Since (X/G)/T is a connected free G-CWcomplex of finite type, X → X/G is a G-covering and X is connected, the G-CW-complex X is also connected, free and of finite type. Furthermore, X is G-homotopy equivalent to X via any G-equivariant lift of the homotopy equivalence p. By Theorem 3.8 (1), the D-Betti numbers of X and X agree, so we may assume without loss of generality that X has a single equivariant 0-cell. Since X is a free G-CW-complex of finite type which has a single 0-cell, the differential c 1 : C 1 (X) → C 0 (X) in its cellular chain complex is of the form
. . , n, n ∈ N for any choice of a ZG-basis of C * (X) consisting of cells. The image of the differential is contained in the augmentation ideal of ZG, and, as X is assumed to be connected, has to coincide with it for H 0 (X; Z) to be isomorphic to Z. Since G is assumed to be non-trivial, there is 1 i n such that 1 − g i = 0. But this means that 1 − g i becomes a unit in D, and hence H 0 (X; D) = 0. (5) Fix a set of coset representatives of G/H and identify the finitely generated free ZH-modules ZG and ZH |G:H| accordingly. We obtain for every free ZGmodule V ∼ = I ZG with chosen basis the following chain of isomorphisms of D-modules:
On cellular chain complexes, res H G corresponds to regarding a ZG-chain complex as a ZH-chain complex and G× H ? translates into applying the functor ZG⊗ ZH ?. We thus get
Since D |G:H| is a free and hence a flat right D-module, taking homology commutes with the tensor products and we conclude
from which the statement follows by applying dim D . (6) As G is agrarian, its group ring QG does not admit zero divisors (this is immediate, since QG embeds into the same skew field D as ZG does).
A result of Tamari [Tam54] we used already for free abelian groups now implies that since G is amenable, it admits an Ore field of fractions F of QG, and hence of ZG. In particular, F is flat over ZG and every embedding of ZG into a skew field, such as the agrarian embedding i : ZG → D, factors through the natural inclusion ZG → F . We thus obtain for any p 0, using first that F → D is flat and then that ZG → F is flat:
Mapping tori.
In subsequent sections, we will study invariants of CW complexes with vanishing agrarian Betti numbers. In the context of L 2 -invariants, an extremely useful way of showing the vanishing of L 2 -Betti numbers comes from a celebrated theorem of Lück [Lüc02, Theorem 1.39] (which answered a question of Gromov). Below, we offer a straightforward generalisation of Lück's result to the setting of agrarian Betti numbers.
Definition 3.9. Let f : X → X be a selfmap of a path-connected space. The mapping torus T f of f is obtained from the cylinder X × [0, 1] by identifying (x, 1) with (f (x), 0) for any x ∈ X. The canonical projection is the map
If X has the structure of a CW-complex with β p (X) cells of dimension p, then T f can be endowed with a CW-structure with 
Assume that the d-skeleton of X (and thus of T f ) is finite for some
Proof. The proof is an adaption of the proof for L 2 -Betti numbers, see [Lüc02, Theorem 1.39].
Fix p 0. For any n 1, define G n G as the preimage of the subgroup n·Z Z under ψ : G → Z. Since G n has index n in G, we deduce from Theorem 3.8 (5) (1) b
Reparametrising yields a homotopy equivalence h :
where f n denotes the n-fold composition of f . Let T f n be the G n -space obtained as the following pullback, or equivalently, as the covering of T f n corresponding to the kernel of
Since h is a homotopy equivalence between base spaces of
Since T f n has a CW-structure with β p (X) + β p−1 (X) cells of dimension p and this number is finite by assumption, using Theorem 3.8 (3) we conclude:
Letting n → ∞ finishes the proof.
Agrarian Torsion
Having introduced agrarian Betti numbers together with computational tools allowing us to prove their vanishing for certain spaces, we will now present a secondary invariant for such spaces. This invariant will be called agrarian torsion and arises as Reidemeister torsion with values in the abelianised units of the skew field D. It is motivated by the construction of universal L 2 -torsion by Friedl and Lück [FL17] . We will reference the rather general treatment of torsion by Cohen [Coh73] throughout this section.
As usual, in this section G will always be an agrarian group with a fixed agrarian embedding i : ZG → D.
Contractible D-chain complexes.
In order to define agrarian torsion, we require a contractible D-chain complex. In our case, contractibility is governed by the agrarian Betti numbers because of Proof. Since C * is finite, the D-chain complex D ⊗ C * is in particular bounded below. All its modules are free because D is a skew field, and hence the statement follows from Proposition 4.1.
Agrarian torsion, being constructed as non-commutative Reidemeister torsion, naturally takes values in the first K-group of D: Definition 4.3. Let R be a ring. Denote by GL(R) the direct limit of the groups GL n (R) of invertible n × n matrices over R with the embeddings given by adding an identity block in the bottom-right corner. The K 1 -group K 1 (R) is defined as the abelianisation of GL(R). The reduced K 1 -group K 1 (R) is defined as the quotient of K 1 (R) by the subgroup {(±1)}.
We now consider a D-acyclic finite free ZG-chain complex (C * , c * ). Such a complex will be called based if it comes with a choice of preferred bases for all chain modules. By the previous lemma, we can find a chain contraction
Lemma 4.4. In the situation above, the map c
isomorphism of finitely generated based free D-modules and the class in K 1 (D) defined by the matrix representing it in the preferred basis does not depend on the choice of γ.
Proof. That the map is an isomorphism is the content of [Coh73, (15.1)], the independence is covered by [Coh73, (15. 3)].
4.2. The Dieudonné determinant. The K 1 groups of skew fields can be determined using a generalisation of the classical determinant of a matrix over a field to matrices over skew fields, which is known as the Dieudonné determinant. As opposed to the situation for fields, there is no longer a polynomial expression in terms of the entries of the matrix; rather, the Dieudonné determinant is defined by an inductive procedure: 
nn a nj , and declare det c A = det c A · a nn . (4) Otherwise, let j < n be maximal such that a nj = 0. Let A be obtained from A by interchanging rows j and n. Then set det
, in the abelianised unit group of D if det c A = 0. We also write D × ab for this group.
As a convention, we will write the group operation of the abelian group D × ab (and its quotients) additively.
If D is a (commutative) field, then the Dieudonné determinant coincides with the usual determinant as the matrix A is brought into upper-diagonal form during the inductive procedure defining det c A. The Dieudonné determinant is multiplicative on all matrices and takes non-zero values on invertible matrices [Die43] . 
is the class determined by the (representing matrix of the) isomorphism constructed in Lemma 4.4.
The usual additivity property for torsion invariants directly carries over to the agrarian setting in the following form: 
The difference in agrarian torsion between ZG-chain homotopy equivalent chain complexes is measured by the Whitehead torsion of the chain homotopy equivalence, analogously to the statement of [FL17, Lemma 2.10] for universal L 2 -torsion:
Lemma 4.9. Let f : C * → E * be a ZG-chain homotopy equivalence of finite based free ZG-chain complexes. Denote by ρ(cone(f * )) ∈ K 1 (ZG) the Whitehead torsion of the contractible finite based free ZG-chain complex cone(f * ). If one of C * and E * is D-acyclic, then so is the other and we get
Proof. Since f * is a ZG-chain homotopy equivalence, the finite free ZG-chain complex cone(f * ) is contractible and hence its Whitehead torsion ρ(cone(f * )) is defined. The finite free D-chain complex D ⊗ cone(f * ) is again contractible and since the matrix defining its agrarian torsion are already invertible over ZG, we get that
We now apply Lemma 4.8 to the short exact sequence 0 → E * → cone * (f * ) → ΣC * → 0 with cone * (f * ) and one of ΣC * and E * being D-acyclic.
Our goal is to apply the concept of D-agrarian torsion to G-CW-complexes. Since the free cellular chain complexes associated to such complexes do not admit a canonical ZG-basis, but only a canonical Z-basis (up to orientation), we have to account for this additional indeterminacy by passing to a further quotient of D
where C * (X) is endowed with any ZG-basis that projects to a Z-basis of C * (X/G) consisting of (unequivariant) cells.
That ρ D (X) is indeed well-defined can be seen from [Coh73, (15. 2)].
Comparison with universal L
2 -torsion. A rich source of agrarian groups is the class of torsion-free groups that satisfy the Atiyah conjecture. For these groups, there is a canonical skew field D(G) in which the group ring ZG embeds. In the case of D = D(G), agrarian torsion coincides with the determinant of the universal L 2 -torsion introduced by Friedl and Lück in [FL17] , as we will see now. Universal L 2 -torsion naturally lives in a weak version of the K 1 -group of the group ring, which is defined as follows: Note that there are canonical maps
The following result by Linnell and Lück indicates that the abelian groups in which agrarian torsion and universal L 2 -torsion take values coincide up to isomorphism for a large class of groups: 
We can obtain from this an element
which by Theorem 4.12 carries an equivalent amount of information as ρ 
Proof. During the proof, we will use the notion of universal L 2 -torsion for L 2 -acyclic finite based free ZG-chain complexes as defined in [FL17, Definition 2.7]. The universal L 2 -torsion of a finite free G-CW-complex is then obtained as the universal L 2 -torsion of the associated cellular chain complex together with any basis consisting of G-cells. We will also abuse notation in that we consider classes in K ω 1 (ZG) to be represented by both square matrices over ZG (our convention) and ZG-endomorphisms of some ZG n (the convention in [FL17] 
and hence det(ρ 
It is left to check that f and det agree as maps K
, and hence {ρ
Since f agrees with det on this generating set, we conclude that f = det.
As will prove useful when we define the agrarian analogue of the L 2 -torsion polytope, passing to an associated K-Ore field of the Linnell skew field only changes the agrarian torsion by pushing forward via an inclusion of skew fields: 
where j * : 
Agrarian Polytope
Our aim for this section is to extract from the agrarian torsion of a G-CWcomplex a finite combinatorial object, namely a polytope. The polytope arises from a Newton polytope construction applied to elements of the Ore localisation of a twisted polynomial ring over a the skew field of an agrarian embedding. Our motivation for studying the Newton polytope of a torsion invariant originates from [FL17] .
5.1. The polytope group. Before we get to define the Newton polytope of an element of a twisted group ring, we have to introduce several concepts related to polytopes.
Definition 5.1. Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space. A polytope in V is the convex hull of finitely many points in V . For a polytope P ⊂ V and a linear map ϕ : V → R we define
and call this polytope the ϕ-face of P . The elements of the collection {F ϕ (P ) | ϕ : V → R} are the faces of P . A face is called a vertex if it consists of a single point.
Note that with the above definition polytopes are always compact and convex. In the following, we will always take V = R ⊗ Z H for some finitely generated free abelian group H. Given two (integral) polytopes P and Q in V we can form the pointwise sum P + Q = {p + q | p ∈ P, q ∈ Q}. As a subset of V this will again be an (integral) polytope, the vertices of which are obtained as pointwise sums of some of the vertices of P and Q. The polytope P + Q is called the Minkowski sum of P and Q. With the Minkowski sum the set of all (integral) polytopes in V becomes an abelian monoid with neutral element {0}. It is cancellative, i.e., P + Q = P + Q for polytopes P, P and Q implies P = P , see [Råd52, Lemma 2]. The monoid can thus be embedded into an abelian group in a universal way and gives rise to the following algebraic object introduced in [FT15, 6.3]:
Definition 5.3. Let H be a finitely generated free abelian group. Denote by P(H) the polytope group of H, that is the Grothendieck group of the cancellative abelian monoid given by all integral polytopes in R ⊗ Z H under Minkowski sum. In other words, let P(H) be the abelian group with generators the formal differences P − Q of integral polytopes and relations (P − Q) + (P − Q ) = (P + P ) − (Q − Q ) as well as P − Q = P − Q if P + Q = P + Q . The neutral element is given by the one-point polytope {0}, which we will drop from the notation. We view H as a subgroup of P(H) via the map h → {h}. The translation-invariant polytope group of H, denoted by P T (H), is defined to be the quotient group P(H)/H.
While a general element of the polytope group can have many equivalent representations as a formal difference of polytopes, an element of the type [P ] is uniquely presented in this form (up to translation, if viewed as an element of P(H)).
Such an element is called a single polytope.
The polytope homomorphism. As is the case for the L
2 -torsion polytope, the following simple construction underpins the definition of the agrarian polytope:
Definition 5.4. Let D be a skew field and let H be a finitely generated free abelian group. Let DH denote some twisted group ring formed out of D and H. The Newton polytope P (p) of an element p = h∈H u h * h ∈ DH is the convex hull of the support supp(p) = {h ∈ H | u h = 0} in H 1 (H; R).
Since H is free abelian, as in Definition 2.5 we can consider the Ore localisation Ore(DH) of the twisted group ring DH. The previous definition can then be extended to elements of Ore(DH) as follows:
Definition 5.5. The group homomorphism
is called the polytope homomorphism of Ore(DH). It induces a homomorphism
The well-definedness of P is immediate from the construction of P(H). The fact that P is a group homomorphisms is not hard, and has been shown in [Kie18, Lemma 3.12] (see also the discussion following the lemma).
5.3. Definition of the agrarian polytope. In the following, G will always be a finitely generated D-agrarian group. We will take the free abelian group H to be the free part of the abelianisation of G. Furthermore, we denote the canonical projection onto H by pr and its kernel by K.
In [FL17] , the Newton polytope is constructed for the Linnell skew field D(G), which can be expressed as an Ore localisations of the twisted group ring D(K)H. In the more general agrarian situation, an arbitrary agrarian embedding for G is of course not always an Ore localisation of a suitable twisted group ring. But, as we have seen in the discussion leading up to Definition 2.5, we can instead consider the associated K-Ore embedding Ore(D; K G), which we will subsequently denote by D K . Definition 5.6. Let C * be a D K -acyclic finite based free ZG-chain complex. The D K -agrarian polytope of C * is defined as
We will mostly apply this notion to G-CW-complex, where we have to account for the indeterminacy caused by the need to choose a basis of cells:
The purpose of the sign in the definition of the D K -agrarian polytope is to get a single polytope in many cases of interest. A priori, the polytope may depend on the choice of the section of pr involved in the construction of D K . By Lemma 2.4, the twisted group rings obtained from any two choices differ by an isomorphism preserving supports, and thus the agrarian polytope is indeed well-defined.
Proof. Let X and X be D K -acyclic finite free G-CW-complexes G-homotopy equivalent via f : X → X . We denote the induced homotopy equivalence between X/G and X /G by f . By Lemma 4.9, the agrarian torsions of X and X are related via
After applying the polytope homomorphism, we obtain
The latter polytope is a singleton by [Kie18, Corollary 5.16] and hence
Because of the previous proposition, the agrarian polytope of the universal covering of the classifying space of a group, which is only well-defined up to Ghomotopy equivalence, does not depend on the choice of a particular G-CW-model. We are thus led to Definition 5.9. Assume that G is of type F, i.e., let there be an unequivariantly contractible finite free G-CW-complex EG. We say that G is D K -acyclic if any such G-CW complex is D K -acyclic. If this is the case, we define the D K -agrarian polytope of G to be
For future reference, we record the following direct consequence of Lemma 4.8: 
Comparison with the
Proof. By Corollary 4.14, the agrarian torsion of X is related to its L 2 -torsion via
u (X))), where j * is induced by the inclusion j :
Recall that we defined the agrarian polytope as 
u (X))), where for applying the polytope homomorphism Friedl and Lück rely on the fact that D(G) is the Ore localisation of the twisted group ring D(K)H. We are thus left to check that taking the support over D(K)H gives the same result as pushing forward to D(G)H using j and taking supports there. But j restricts to an inclusion of twisted group rings and thus preserves supports.
Thickness of Newton polytopes.
The agrarian polytope is usually rather difficult to compute for a concrete group. Its thickness along a given line is usually more accessible. With an approach similar to [FL16] , we will see in Section 6 that it can be computed in terms of agrarian Betti numbers of a suitably restricted chain complex.
Definition 5.12. Assume that G is finitely generated and denote the free part of its abelianisation by H. Let ϕ : G → Z be a homomorphism factoring through H as ϕ : H → Z. Let P ∈ P(H) be a single polytope. The thickness of P along ϕ is given by th ϕ (P ) := max{ϕ(x) − ϕ(y) | x, y ∈ P } ∈ Z 0 . Since it respects the Minkowski sum and vanishes on polytopes consisting of a single point, the assignment P → th ϕ (P ) extends to a group homomorphism th ϕ : P T (H) → Z.
An equivalent way to think of a twisted group ring DH constructed from an agrarian embedding ZG → D in the case H = Z is as a twisted Laurent polynomial ring D[t, t −1 ]. In order to see the correspondence, note that since Z is free with one generator, we can choose a section s of the epimorphism ϕ : G → Z that is itself a homomorphism. By Lemma 2.4, the resulting twisted group ring will be independent of the choice of the (group-theoretic or not) section. If we stipulate that tdt
with ϕ added as an index to indicate the origin of the twisting, will be canonically isomorphic to DZ.
For elements of the Laurent polynomial ring, the Newton polytope will be a line of length equal to the degree of the polynomial. Here, the degree deg(x) of a non-trivial Laurent polynomial x is the difference of the highest and lowest degree among its monomials. In particular, the degree of a single monomial is always 0 and the degree of a polynomial with non-vanishing constant term coincides with its degree as a Laurent polynomial.
Let now G be a finitely generated agrarian group with agrarian embedding ZG → D and denote by K the kernel of the projection of G onto the free part of its abelianisation, which we denote H. Further let ϕ : G → Z be an epimorphism with kernel K ϕ , and denote the induced map H → Z by ϕ with kernel K ϕ . Recall that by Lemma 2.6, the iterated Ore field Ore(Ore(D; Proof. By extending to a common Ore denominator of all Ore(DK ϕ )-coefficients of x, we can restrict to the case x ∈ DK ϕ [t, t −1 ] ϕ . Thus x will be of the form
Denoting the group-theoretic section of ϕ used to construct the twisted Laurent polynomial ring by s, we obtain:
The elements ks(n) form a basis of the free D-module DH, and thus no cancellation can occur between the individual u k,n . By the analogous argument for the twisted group ring DK ϕ , cancellation can also be ruled out for the sum k∈K ϕ u k,n * k for each n ∈ Z. We conclude:
Twisted agrarian Euler characteristic
While the shape of the agrarian polytope introduced in the previous section is often hard to determine, there is a convenient equivalent description of its thickness along a given line. To this end, we will introduce the agrarian analogue of the twisted L 2 -Euler characteristic introduced by Friedl and Lück in [FL16] . We assume that G is a finitely generated D-agrarian group with a fixed agrarian embedding i : ZG → D. We use H to denote the free part of the abelianisation of G, and let K be the kernel of the canonical projection of G onto H.
Definition of the twisted agrarian Euler characteristic.
Definition 6.1. Let X be a finite free G-CW-complex and let ϕ : G → Z be a homomorphism. We denote by ϕ
We say that X is ϕ-D-finite if h D (X; ϕ) < ∞, and in this case χ D (X; ϕ) is called the ϕ-twisted D-agrarian Euler characteristic of X. More generally, we will also consider the ϕ-twisted agrarian Euler characteristic χ D (C * ; ϕ) for any finite free ZG-chain complex C * , with C * taking the role of the specific chain complex C * (X).
The aim of this section is to prove the following
For universal L 2 -torsion, the analogous statement has been proved by Friedl and Lück in [FL17, Remark 3.28]. Their proof is based on the fact that universal L 2 -torsion is the universal abelian invariant of L 2 -acyclic finite based free ZG-chain complexes C * that is additive on short exact sequences and satisfies a certain normalisation condition. While large parts of the verification of this universal property are purely formal, in the proof of [FL17, Lemma 2.4] it is used that the combinatorial Laplace operator on C * induces the L 2 -Laplace operator on N (G) ⊗ C * , which has no analogue over a general skew field D. We instead establish Theorem 6.2 via the matrix chain approach to the computation of Reidemeister torsion, as explained in [Tur01, 2.1].
Reduction to ordinary Euler characteristics.
Before we get to the proof, we will transfer some of the helpful lemmata in [FL16, Sections 2.2 & 3.3] to the agrarian setting.
The following lemma allows us to restrict our attention to surjective twists ϕ : G → Z in the proof of Theorem 6.2: Lemma 6.3. Let X be a finite free G-CW-complex and let ϕ : G → Z be a group homomorphism.
(
1) For any integer k 1 we have that X is (k · ϕ)-D-finite if and only if X is ϕ-D-finite, and if this is the case we get
χ D (X; k · ϕ) = k · χ D (X; ϕ).
(2) Denote the trivial homomorphism G → Z by c 0 . The complex X is c 0 -Dfinite if and only if X is D-acylic, and if this is the case we get
Proof.
(1) This follows from the direct sum decomposition (k · ϕ) 
Proof. The proof is based on the following isomorphism of ZG-chain complexes:
the inverse of which is given by y ⊗ t q → g ⊗ g −1 y for any choice of g ∈ ϕ −1 (q). Using the isomorphism, we obtain for any p 0: 
In particular, in this case the value of χ D (EG; ϕ) does not depend on the choice of agrarian embedding. 
In particular, the
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of [FL16, Theorem 3.6 (4)] with D taking the role of D(K). The assumption that C * be projective is in fact not used in the proof of the theorem and hence is not part of the statement of Lemma 6.6.
Proof. Apply Lemmata 6.4 and 6.6.
6.3. Relation to thickness of the agrarian polytope. We now come to the proof of Theorem 6.2, which will use concepts and notation from [Tur01, Section 2.1], albeit with a shift in the grading. Assume that we are given a D-acyclic finite based free ZG-chain complex C * concentrated in degrees 0 through m. By fixing an ordering of the preferred basis, we identify subsets of {1, . . . , rk C p } with subsets of the preferred basis elements of C p . We then denote by A p , for p = 1, . . . , m, the matrix of the differential c p : Taken together, [Tur01, Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.5] imply that any C * as above admits a non-degenerate τ -chain and that such a chain can be used to compute the agrarian torsion of C * . Note that Turaev's definition of torsion differs from ours in that he writes torsion multiplicatively instead of additively and uses the inverse of the torsion element in K 1 (D) we construct, see [Tur01, Theorem 2.6]. Correcting for these differences by inserting a sign, we obtain Theorem 6.9. Every D-acyclic finite based free ZG-chain complex C * admits a non-degenerate τ -chain. For any such matrix chain α, we have
Proof of Theorem 6.2. We will actually prove the more general statement that for any D-acyclic finite based free ZG-chain complex C * concentrated in degrees 0 through m
Since th ϕ and P are homomorphisms, we can drop the signs from both sides. Using Lemma 6.3, we can further assume that ϕ is an epimorphism. By Theorem 6.9, we find a non-degenerate τ -chain α such that
Crucially,
via the isomorphism β constructed in Lemma 2.6. The subring
of the left-hand side, which contains β −1 (ZG) and thus all entries of S p = S p (α), is a (non-commutative) Euclidean domain. This means that we can diagonalise the matrices S p by multiplying them from the left and right with permutation matrices and elementary matrices over this twisted Laurent polynomial ring. This diagonalisation procedure occurs as part of an algorithm that brings a matrix into Jacobson normal form, which is a non-commutative analogue of the better-known Smith normal form for matrices over commutative PIDs. For details, we refer to the proof of [Jac43, Theorem 3.10]. Recall that a permutation matrix is a matrix obtained from an identity matrix by permuting rows and columns. An elementary matrix over a ring R is a matrix differing from the identity matrix in a single off-diagonal entry. The determinant of either type of matrix is 1 or −1, and thus the thickness in direction of ϕ of its polytope vanishes. Hence, th ϕ (P (det(S p ))) = th ϕ (P (det(T p ))) for the diagonal matrix T p obtained from S p in this way. We denote the diagonal entries of
. . , α p and note that all the d p,i are non-zero since the S p are invertible over D K . Using that both th ϕ and P are homomorphisms, and applying Lemma 5.13 once more, we compute:
Now considering the right-hand side, we make use of the fact that the agrarian embedding
, we conclude from Corollary 6.7 that
is trivial and hence the differential c m must be injective. In particular, the summand corresponding to p = m vanishes. Comparing this sum with the sum expression for the left-hand side of the equality we are trying to prove with index shifted by 1, we are thus done if we can show that for all p = 0, . . . , m − 1 we have
In order to not overload notation, we abbreviate Ore(D; K K ϕ )[t, t −1 ] ϕ as R. Recall that the homology modules H p (R ⊗ C * ) are R-torsion by Lemma 6.6. Since R ⊗ C p−1 is a free R-module and hence any torsion element maps into it trivially, we may express the homology modules as the torsion of a cokernel:
Instead of performing elementary operations on the matrix S p+1 to obtain the diagonal matrix T p+1 , we can instead apply them to the entire matrix A p+1 representing id R ⊗c p+1 . This procedure, will not change the isomorphism type of the cokernel of the map given by right multiplication with this matrix. Applying further elementary operations over R, we can achieve that all rows and columns of A p+1 not contained in S p+1 consist only of zeros, and the submatrix S p+1 is now of the form
, which yields Eq. (3) after applying dim Ore(D;K Kϕ) .
Corollary 6.10. Let ϕ : G → Z be an epimorphism with kernel K ϕ G. Assume that K ϕ is of type F. Then G is of type F, acyclic with respect to any agrarian embedding, and
Proof. Every epimorphism onto Z splits, hence G actually decomposes as a semidirect product K ϕ Z with associated section s : Z → G. Here, n ∈ Z acts on K ϕ via conjugation by s(n). Since K ϕ is of type F, we can find a finite G-CW-model for EK ϕ on which conjugation by s(1) is realised topologically by a K ϕ -equivariant homeomorphism f : EK ϕ → EK ϕ . The universal covering of the mapping torus T f is then a finite G-CW-model for EG and acyclic with respect to any agrarian embedding by Theorem 3.10. Now apply Theorem 6.2 and Remark 6.5 to this model for EG.
7. Applications 7.1. The Bieri-Neumann-Strebel invariants and HNN extensions. In order to discuss some application of the theory of agrarian invariants, we need to first cover the BNS invariants and the HNN extensions.
Definition 7.1. Let G be a group generated by a finite subset S, and let X denote the Cayley graph of G with respect to S. Recall that the vertex set of X coincides with G. We define the Bieri-Neumann-Strebel (or BNS) invariant Σ 1 (G) to be the subset of H 1 (G; R) {0} consisting of the non-trivial homomorphisms (the characters) ϕ : G → R for which the full subgraph of X spanned by ϕ
The BNS invariants were introduced by Bieri, Neumann and Strebel in [BNS87] via a different, but equivalent definition. It is an easy exercise to see that Σ 1 (G) is independent of the choice of the finite generating set S.
We now aim to give an interpretation of lying in the BNS invariant for integral characters ϕ : G → Z. To do so, we need to introduce the notion of HNN extensions. Definition 7.4. Suppose that G is finitely generated. Let P be a polytope in the R-vector space H 1 (G; R), and let F be a face of P . A dual of F is a connected component of the subspace
A marked polytope is a pair (P, m), where P is a polytope in H 1 (G; R), and m is a marking, that is a function m : H 1 (G; R) → {0, 1}, which is constant on duals of faces of F , and such that m The marking m will usually be implicit, and the characters ϕ with m(ϕ) = 1 will be called marked.
Friedl-Tillmann use a different notion of a marking of a polytope, which corresponds to a polytope with marked vertices in our terminology where the marking m is additionally required to be constant on all duals of a given vertex. Thus, our notion is more general, and the two notions differ when the polytope in question is a singleton in a 1-dimensional ambient space: with our definition of marking, such a polytope admits four distinct markings (just as every compact interval of non-zero length does), whereas with the Friedl-Tillmann definition such a polytope admits only two markings in which either every character is marked or none is.
7.2. Two-generator one-relator groups. The story of the usefulness of agrarian invariants for two-generator one-relator groups begins with the following In order to describe the cellular chain complex of the universal coverings of classifying spaces for two-generator one-relator groups, we will use Fox derivatives, which were originally defined in [Fox53] . Let F be a free group on generators x i , i ∈ I. The Fox derivative with respect to x i is then defined to be the unique Z-linear map
∂ ∂xi
: ZF → ZF satisfying the conditions ∂r ∂x
∂r ∂y
x−1
The middle row is C * (EG) and the diagram represents a short exact sequence of finite based free ZG-chain complexes with preferred bases induced from C * (EG).
The middle row is D-acyclic by Proposition 7.6 and the lower row is D-acyclic since y is assumed to be non-trivial in G. By Lemma 4.8, the upper row is also D-acyclic and we conclude that ρ D (C * (EG)) is the sum of the agrarian torsion of the upper and the lower row. Taking into account that the upper row is shifted, we obtain the claimed expression for ρ D (EG). Definition 7.9. Let π = x, y | r be a somewhat nice (2, 1)-presentation giving rise to a group G. Denote by H the free part of the abelianisation of G. Then we set
if y represents a non-trivial element in G, otherwise we make the same definition with x and y interchanged.
It is shown in [FT15, Proposition 3.5] that the element P π ∈ P T (H) defined in this way is indeed represented by a single polytope. This can alternatively be seen from [Fun17, Lemma 4.3] . In [FT15] , Friedl and Tillmann also endow P π with a marking of vertices, turning it into a marked polytope M π . A vertex of P π is declared marked if any of its duals contains a character lying in Σ 1 (G). FriedlTillmann prove in [FT15, Theorem 1.1] that if π is nice, then every character lying in any dual of a marked vertex lies in Σ 1 (G), and hence the markings of P π and Σ 1 (G) determine one another. 
By using agrarian torsion instead of universal L 2 -torsion, we are able to remove the additional assumptions on G:
Proof. First note that P D K (G) is defined in terms of the G-space EG, which is unique up to G-homotopy equivalence, and
is well-defined and does not depend on the particular choice of π. Now the equality P π = P D K (G) follows directly from the definitions of P π and P D K (G) by the computation done in Lemma 7.7. We conclude from [FT15, Theorem 1.1] that once P π is known to be an invariant of G, the same is true for the marked version M π since marked vertices are determined by the BNS invariant Σ 1 (G) of the group G.
Friedl and Tillmann remark in [FT15, Section 8] that they can define P π even when π is only assumed to be somewhat nice. They also produce a marked polytope M π for a somewhat nice presentation π under the additional assumption that the associated group is not isomorphic to a Baumslag-Solitar group
The problem with the Baumslag-Solitar groups B(±1, n) is that the resulting polytope is a singleton lying in a 1-dimensional R-vector space. Since Σ 1 (B(±1, n)) is non-trivial, there is no marking of P π in the Friedl-Tillmann sense which would correctly control the BNS invariant. Our notion of marking of vertices of a polytope circumvents this problem, and allows for a definition of M π also for Baumslag-Solitar groups.
It follows directly from the proof of [FT15, Proposition 8.1] that P π = P D K (G) continues to hold in the more general setting of somewhat nice presentations, and that M π is in fact an invariant of the group. Hence, Theorem 7.13 extends to all somewhat nice (2, 1)-representations (with our more general definition of a marking being used).
Theorem 7.14. If G is a torsion-free group admitting a somewhat nice (2, 1)-
Remark 7.15. Since the proof of Theorem 7.13 shows that P π = P D K (G) holds for any D-agrarian embedding of the two-generator one-relator group G, we conclude that P D K (G) is actually independent of the choice of agrarian embedding.
The diameter of P π controls the minimal complexity of certain expressions of G as an HNN extension over a finitely generated group. Before we state the precise connection, we need to introduce the following concept: 
Note that every residually {torsion-free elementary amenable} group must itself be torsion-free. Friedl, Lück, and Tillmann then noted in [FLT16, Theorem 5.2] that the original proof could be adapted to the setting of [FL16] , thereby giving the same formula for groups satisfying the Atiyah conjecture.
We will now present a common generalisation of these results. For this, we require the following strengthened form of a proposition of Harvey, which is evident from the last sentence of its original proof: 
Recall from the proof of Proposition 7.6 that the Cayley 2-complex X of G serves as a model of EG. By Lemmata 6.4 and 6.6, we can thus compute χ
ϕ is a (non-commutative) principal ideal domain, the kernel of the differential originating from degree 2 is free. It is also seen to be torsion by Lemma 6.6 and hence dim
We let c = c(G, ϕ) and choose a splitting
of (G, ϕ) with associated group B generated by x 1 , . . . , x c ; in particular A ⊆ ker(ϕ) is finitely generated. We pick a presentation A = g 1 , . . . , g k | r 1 , r 2 , . . . , which is possible since G and thus A are countable. Denote the number of relations in this presentation by l ∈ Z 0 ∪ {∞}. The splitting of (G, ϕ) then gives the following alternative presentation of G:
Note that the r i , x j and µ(x j ) can all be expressed as words in the generators g i of A. Denote by Y the Cayley 2-complex associated to this presentation. By construction π 1 (Y /G) = π 1 (X/G), and thus Y can be turned into a model for EG by attaching G-cells in dimension 3 and higher only. Hence, its homology with arbitrary coefficients agrees with that of X up to dimension 1, which in particular implies that dim
In conclusion, we will know χ
For this, we need to consider its shape in more detail. The complex Y is a two-dimensional free G-CW-complex with one zero-cell, k + 1 one-cells and l + c two-cells, and its cellular chain complex takes the form
where the (potentially infinite) block matrix M 0 M 1 representing the second differential consists of the Fox derivatives of the relations with respect to t and the g i , respectively, and
t . Since the relations r 1 , r 2 , . . . are words in ZA, their Fox derivatives with respect to t are trivial and their derivatives with respect to the g i again lie in ZA. For the other relations, we obtain
Hence, the matrix M is of the shape 
Since multiplication from the right with t − 1 is injective on D K [t, t −1 ] ϕ , the chain map induces an isomorphism on homology in degrees 0 and 1. Since all the homology modules In particular, the lower chain complex consists of finite D K -vector spaces. Applying the rank-nullity theorem to its only non-trivial differential, we obtain We see directly from the first presentation of G that the relator becomes trivial in the abelianisation, hence b 1 (G) = 2 and π is a nice (2, 1)-presentation. By [LS01, Proposition II.5.18], the group G is also torsion-free since the single relator is not a proper power. We claim that G is not residually solvable, i.e., not every element maps nontrivially into a solvable quotient of G. Since the element [a, b] can be written as an arbitrarily deeply nested iterated commutator (using the relation of the first presentation above), it is contained in all derived subgroups of G and hence of every quotient. But if a quotient is solvable, some derived subgroup and hence the image of We conclude that a method such as the one employed in [FT15, Lemma 6.1] can not be used to deduce that G is residually {torsion-free elementary amenable} and hence satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 7.11. We deem it plausible that G is even not residually {torsion-free elementary amenable} and is thus not covered by Theorem 7.11, but to the best of the authors' knowledge no two-generator one-relator group has been shown to have this property. Note that our example is a nice version of the original example of a two-generator one-relator group which is not residually finite produced by Baumslag in [Bau69] . He considers the (2, 1)-presentation a, b | a = [a, a b ] , which is only somewhat nice.
7.3. Deficiency 1 groups. In this section we will see how agrarian polytopes connect with the theory of BNS invariants of general deficiency 1 groups.
Definition 7.21. Let G be a finitely presented group. The deficiency of G is the minimum taken over all finite presentations of G of the difference between the number of generators and the number of relators.
Theorem 7.22 ([BNS87, Theorem 7.2]).
If G is a finitely presented group of deficiency at least 2, then Σ 1 (G) = ∅.
Because of the above result, we will focus on groups of deficiency 1. This is a very rich family of groups, containing all ascending HNN extensions of finitely generated free groups, and almost all two-generator one-relator groups.
The structure of Σ 1 (G) for agrarian groups of deficiency 1 was studied by the second-named author in [Kie18, Section 5.6]. There, stronger results were obtained for deficiency 1 groups when they were assumed to satisfy the Atiyah conjecture. The reason for this was that there was no theory of agrarian polytopes available, in contrast to the theory of L 2 -torsion polytopes. Since we have developed the missing theory here, we can now strengthen the results and prove the following. Before proceeding to the proof, let us first contrast the statement with [Kie18, Theorem 5.23]: here, we prove that Σ 1 (G) coincides with the marked characters coming from a polytope with marked vertices, whereas in [Kie18] the marking came from a marked polytope, and hence was (a priori) not as rigid as we now show it to be. In particular, we now show that if for some character ϕ : G → R, we can connect ϕ to −ϕ using a path lying in Σ 1 (G), then in fact Σ 1 (G) = H 1 (G; R) {0}.
Sketch proof of Theorem 7.23. The proof follows that of [Kie18, Theorem 5.25] very closely, and therefore we will give here merely a sketch. We take X to be a classifying space for G extending the presentation complex coming from a presentation realising the deficiency of G (which is equal to 1). We let C * denote the cellular chain complex of the universal covering of X; by choosing a cellular bases of C * we will treat C * as a chain complex of free finitely generated ZG-modules.
If Σ 1 (G) = ∅ then the result follows by taking the trivial marking H 1 (G; R) → {0}. We may thus assume that Σ 1 (G) = ∅. Moreover, since Σ 1 (G) is open (see [BNS87, Theorem A]) and stable under positive homotheties (by definition), there exists a character ϕ : G → Z inside of Σ 1 (G). By Proposition 7.3, this means that we can write G as an ascending HNN extension with a finitely generated base group. On the level of classifying spaces, this tells us that G admits a classifying space which is a mapping torus of a selfmap of a space with finite 1-skeleton. We conclude using Theorem 3.10 that b is trivial, since it has to be trivial after tensoring with D K for reasons of dimensionrecall that C 2 is a free module of rank 1 less than C 1 , and C 0 has rank 1. Therefore, the 2-skeleton of X is a classifying space for G, and hence we may assume that X is 2-dimensional. Now we need to look at the chain complex C * more closely. Since it is the cellular chain complex of the Cayley 2-complex (the universal covering of the presentation complex), we have C * equal to 
